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The Locust

from On the Move

by Judi Tertini

     Locusts can migrate in swarms of millions of insects. These swarms can be as big as clouds and can block out
the Sun, turning day into night.

     Locusts live in tropical and subtropical areas of the world. Most species are found in Africa, where they
migrate in response to the rainy season. Locusts migrate to a wet, rainy area where they will find plenty of food.
Once they reach an area where it is raining, the locusts lay their eggs and then die. By the time the eggs have
developed into adults, the rainy season has moved on to a different area. The new swarm gathers and migrates to
the new rainy area.

     Every few years, huge swarms of locusts gather together and migrate. One swarm may contain millions of
locusts, each eating its own weight in vegetation every day. As the swarm moves through an area, the locusts
devour everything that is green, often damaging crops. Swarms have been known to tower over two miles into
the sky and to cover 100 square miles.

     In 1889, a large swarm of desert locusts was seen crossing the Red Sea. The swarm covered about 2,000
square miles. This is the size of Delaware. In the 1930s and 1940s, huge swarms damaged crops in the
southwestern states and along the Pacific Coast _ and also plundered fields east of the Rocky Mountains.
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1.       What is meant by the term "turning day into night" in paragraph 1?

A. traveling toward the Sun
B. making it dark outside
C. migrating early morning to dusk
D. resting during the day rather than at night

2.       According to the passage, how much can a locust eat in a day?

A. half its own weight
B. its own weight
C. twice its own weight
D. three times its own weight
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3.       What do locusts eat?

A. dead leaves
B. living plants
C. insects
D. cattle

4.       Which word best defines the word swarm?

A. large
B. circle
C. crowd
D. insect

5.       The word devour in paragraph 4 means to

A. eat.
B. hit.
C. share.
D. waste.

6.       "Sub" in the word subtropical is a

A. root.
B. prefix.
C. suffix.
D. compound.

7.       After locusts lay their eggs they

A. die.
B. migrate.
C. gather with a new group.
D. continue to eat plants.
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Answer Key

1. B) making it dark outside

2. B) its own weight

3. B) living plants

4. C) crowd

5. A) eat.

6. B) prefix.

7. A) die.
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